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Hello Beautiful
...This month there are some exciting new additions coming to
the eMag. I have a queue of international female bloggers
waiting to share their views, experience & advice on lingerie,
body love & so much more. The July issue is the 1st issue to
welcome a new blogger to the Girl Chat section so be sure to
check it out. These articles will ONLY be published in the LN
eMag meaning they have been exclusively written, with love,
just for YOU my amazing LaceNoir VIP's. Enjoy.
With Love
Francesca
CEO & Content Creator of:
The LaceNoir Blog
The LaceNoir eMagazine

COVER GIRL

LaSenza
Despite all the stores closing down in the UK a few years ago,
did you know LaSenza is still available to buy online? & Their
range is better than ever!
Lace Bra with cut outs - £18.90
Matching Bumless panty - £15.11
COVER IMAGE from www.lasenza.com

NOT TO BE MISSED
Something very exciting happend over at the LaceNoir HQ this
month... I JOINED PINTEREST!!!
Pinterest is one of my favourite places to spend time online, it's
always so inspirational & exciting.
The LaceNoir Pinterest has everything all in one place, blog
posts, inspiration & most importantly shopping!
A single board dedicated to current styles. EVERY single pin in
the LN | Shopping board is totally available (& affordable!) Just
click to shop babe, it's that easy.

Click to follow me!

New
Colour
Obsession

If you've been following me for a while
you'll know by now how utterly in love
I am with black lingerie, This season,
something new has caught my eye & I
am totally swooning. Pour me a glass
because I am officially obsessed with
wine tones. Hints of burgundy & deep
purples feel plush & sexy & they're a
great way to add some subtle colour
to your lingerie drawer.

PST click the
images to shop

Ellen
Add some Va Va
Voom to your
casuals with this
gorgeous non
wired microfiber
bra.
Ann Summers
Bra £20
IMAGES from www.annsummers.com

Full Bodied
Push Up Body
LaSenza
£39

LaSenza's new range
is absolutely killing it!
They have so many
gorgeous sexy &
casual styles. GO
CHECK IT OUT.

Beyond
Sexy
LaSenza
Bra £39
Diva Thong
£13.11

IMAGES from www.lasenza.com

Briony
Boux Avenue
£35

As always Boux never fails to
impress me. This sexy little
teddy is sure to add a little
romance to your nightwear.

IMAGES from www.bouxavenue.com
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Body Love

Meet Caroline, she is a 22y/o
blogger from Norway. Caroline
is also half Filipina which means
she naturally has a very tiny
frame. At 4"9' & weighing just 5
stone she's here with LaceNoir
to share her experience of over
coming her own body issues &
learning to rock the world with
her own unique style!
"I have always been smaller than everyone else, and very
often this gets commented on. Jokes and stupid questions.
How I've learned to handle these is to make sure I'm the one
who makes the jokes, so that I am in control. Kind of sad.
I know.
Before I became an adult I felt that this was really hard to live
with. Eventually I found out that this is who I am, why should I
be ashamed of not looking like everyone else? It makes me
special, and that's a positive thing. So I have learned to love
my body and ignore all of these things I've felt I should be
ashamed of. I am PROUD to be on the

"I am basically an 11 year old boy
with breasts."
opposite side of the scale, and I think everyone else who is
should be too.
To be “thin” doesn't mean to be a ''tall, underweight,
supermodel'', and that is something I think the world should
learn.
If we show ourselves to the world with confidence, we can tell
them that there are people who are smaller than the
standard, and have more focus on that!
I personally feel there is way too much focus on plus size. Not
that it's a bad thing, but often, they talk down thin girls to
make themselves feel better. That's definitely wrong.
EVERYONE is beautiful, no matter their size, body shape, skin
color, battle scars, whatever. This is something we all should
accept, and I hope that in the near future, more clothing
companies (especially lingerie companies) will use diverse
models.
I was actually in a campaign for Change Lingerie here in
Norway, talking about this. I got a tremendous amount of
positive responses! I for sure thought people would say ''But
you're thin, you have nothing to complain about!'' - but I didn't
get a single negative comment.

I never thought that I would get chosen for a lingerie
campaign, because I feel that my size is the forgotten
size. But I did! It was incredible. The funny thing is that
when you look at photos of me, you don't really notice
that I'm extremely small, but when you put me next to
others, that's when you can tell. My body definitely isn't
perfect, but you know what?

"There is no such thing as the
perfect body."
As long as you are healthy
and happy, that's all that
matters. Be proud of yourself!
You are unique and beautiful,
and don't be afraid to show
that to others. Take that selfie
and post it, f**k what
everyone else thinks. You will
most likely only get
compliments! Trust me. Being
confident is about being
yourself & it’s sexy!"

Visit Caroline's Blog
See more on The Sisterhood by Change campaign

Girl's Night In
In addition to Lingerie I also love movies. Sad, funny, uplifting,
hilarious movies, who doesn't right? So get ready for girls night
in becuase each issue I'm going to share with you one of my
favourite #GIRLPOWER movies both old & new. I know what
you're thinking, wth do movies have to do with our lace
obsession?
Well aside from encouraging you to show love to your own self,
I am a strong believer in the relationships we have with other
women. There is something very different about us & men, we
communicate & we appreciate in different ways; & I feel like the
bonds women have with each other are powerful & unique.

& there are so many amazing
movies that show this...while of
course keeping us entertained on
a Friday night!
The Other Woman 2014
The Other Woman is a hilarious,
uplifting account of 3 very
unlikely women coming together
to get their own back.
What I love most about this movie
is that even though each of the
characters has been hurt by the
same man, instead of getting mad
at each other, they come
together; & after some crazy ups
& downs they form the most
unlikely bond.
By the end of this movie I'm
always high on life just loving how
strong & supportive women can
be of each other. We are an
amazing species in ourselves &
The Other Woman proves it. Put it
on your watch list & grab the
tissues because you're going
laugh until you cry.
#GIRLPOWER

Here's to strong women
everywhere...
May we know them
May we be them
May we raise them
-Unknown

See you online

For all other queries
lacenoirlingerie@gmail.com

All opinions featured in this publication are soley
my own; because I like to be totally honest with
every single one of my goregous readers.

